
 

 

 

IMPORTANT ACADEMIC NOTICE  

Late Registration and Amendment for Spring Semester  2019-2020  

 

In accordance with the university’s academic calendar, the time frame for late registration and adjustment begins 

from Saturday, 15th February until Tuesday, 18th February. This is the last chance for students to select their 

related program courses or modify them on the Online Portal of EDU system.  Hence, students are advised to log 

in to EDU system and take the necessary steps in accordance with the specified time frame. 

Important Reminders: 

1. If you are still blocked on the Online Portal EDU, it is required to take the necessary steps to obtain your 

account unblocked from EDU system and select your program courses in the time frame mentioned as 

above. 

2. If during the earlier registration time frame, you have selected and registered for your program courses on 

EDU system (the word “TAKEN” is mentioned in front of your courses); If you do not want to modify them, it 

is not necessary to take any steps in adjustment and late registration time period, the same registration of 

yours on EDU system will be the final and confirmed registration. 

3. If for any reason during the registration, the student cannot register during the time frame for adjustment 

and late registration, Sharif University of Technology will allocate a special time frame in accordance with 

their academic degree level (Bachelors or Masters) and enrollment year. This special time frame cannot be 

extended or modified. 

4. The specified time frame for adjustment and late registration will be opened in a few days and will be 

announced by Sharif University of Technology. The time frame will be informed through the social Telegram 

channel of SUTIC and students must follow this channel to keep informed accordingly. 

5. It is recommended that students consult about the courses they would like to select with the Head of Group 

before the time of adjustment and late registration. The student must ensure that his/her EDU password is 

correct; a change in the password is not possible during the adjustment and late registration. 

6. Undergraduate students of 1st and 2nd semesters as well as graduate students of the 1st semester are not 

allowed to modify their selected courses. 

7. For any inquiries or questions, the student may contact Mrs. Khodashenas (BSc Department) - Extension: 

350 and Mrs. Rostamnejad (MSc Department) - Extension: 349. SUTIC Contact Number: 07644422299 

8. The offered courses (field/major) of students (Course name + Course number + Professor name + Weekly 

class schedule) can be found on the EDU online portal. Please note a video guide is available on the social 

Telegram channel of SUTIC and students need to fill their selected courses on registration day in the link 

mentioned in the EDU online portal. 
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